
Wretched Ruins
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Across
1. relating to islands in the Pacific Ocean or the people from there
3. a story that is handed down from the past that may be based on
fact but is not always completely true
5. stone monuments having a square base and triangular sides
that meet at a point on top
8. family members who lived a long time ago
9. a strong wind
10. what is left of something that has decayed or been destroyed 
11. very old
13. a green stone used for making jewelry and ornaments
15. a place where ships load and unload cargo
16. dead bodies
17. rooms or buildings for the dead
19. a supernatural creature, such as a ghost
20. human-made waterways for boats
22. holes dug into the ground where dead people are buried
23. killed a person or animal as part of a ceremony or as an
offering to a god
24. a religious building where people worship
25. a structure built to honor a person or event
26. a scientist who learns about ancient times by studying things
he or she digs up, such as old buildings, tools, and pottery
27. Arab people of the desert regions of the Middle East

Down
2. a place or building for viewing stars and planets
4. uncovered by digging
6. special ceremonies for religious or other purposes
7. people of a Native American empire in Mexico that existed
during the 900s through 
the 1100s

12. an area of land where dead bodies are buried
14. servants
18. holy, religious
19. the spirits of people who have died
21. creatures from outer space


